Para obtener el MCSE puedes elegir uno de los exámenes de la lista y aprobarlo.

**DATA MANAGEMENT & ANALYTICS**

- 777: Implementing NoSQL Solutions with Azure Cosmos DB (Planned)
- 762: Developing SQL Databases
- 760: Developing SQL Databases in Azure (Elective)
- 764: Administering a Microsoft SQL Database Infrastructure
- 765: Provisioning SQL Database

**MCSE Azure Database Development (Planned)**

**APP BUILDER**

- 487: Developing Microsoft Azure and Web Services
- 488: Developing Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013 Core Solutions
- 491: Developing Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013 Advanced Solutions
- 496: Administering Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server
- 497: Software Testing with Visual Studio
- 498: Delivering Continuous Value with Visual Studio Application Lifecycle Management
- 532: Developing Microsoft Azure Solutions
- 535: Architecting Microsoft Azure Solutions
- 538: Implementing Microsoft Azure DevOps Solutions (Planned 2018)

**MCSD App Builder**

**BUSINESS APPLICATIONS**

- MB2-715: Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Sales Customer Engagement OnLine Deployment
- MB2-716: Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customization and Configuration

**MCSE Business Applications**

- MB2-717: Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Retail
- MB6-895: Financial Management in Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations
- MB6-896: Distribution and Trade in Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations
- MB6-897: Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Retail
- MB2-877: Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Field Service

**MCSE Data Mgmt & Analytics**

- MB2-718: Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Customer Service
- MB6-896: Distribution and Trade in Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations
- MB6-897: Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Retail
- MB2-877: Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Field Service

**MCSD Business Applications**


**MCSE Data Mgmt & Analytics**